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Abstract: For the purpose of moving target’s detecting, a new image tracking approach based on the changing 
factor of reference background learning and the direction predicting operator is presented. The high-speed 
moving vehicle is used as the detecting target for establishing a changing factor, on this basis the image 
sequence’s reference background learning is conducted, then by cross-correlation matching and coordinate 
transforming the moving target-vehicle is coordinate-positioned and speed-determined, combining with the 
direction predicting operator the moving direction of the target vehicle is predicted, thus the vehicle image-
tracking can be realized. Through tracking experiment and performance comparison it is proved that by this new 
approach an accurate and stable tracking results of moving vehicle can be gotten; a new idea can also be 
provided for the research of moving target’s image-monitoring. Copyright © 2014 IFSA Publishing, S. L. 
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1. Introduction 
 
Much attention has been attracted in image 
tracking of moving target. In 1997 the auto video-
understanding monitoring has been studied by an a 
System for Video Surveillance and Monitoring 
project (VSAM) from Defense Advanced Research 
Projects Agency of U. S (DARPA); the monochrome 
image’s tracking of man’s hiding body-part has been 
realized by a vision- monitoring system W4 from 
Maryland university; furthermore, approaches of 
Hidden Markov Models and Kalman filtering were 
used for tracking a certain person’s position by 
Gerhard-Mercator university from Germany. On the 
other hand, the technology of image tracking has also 
become a major discussion topic in many 
international periodicals such as PAMI (IEEE 
Transaction on Pattern Analysis and Machine 
Intelligence), IJCV (International Journal of 
Computer Vision), and several important academic 
conferences such as CVPR (IEEE Computer Society 
Conference on Computer Vision and Pattern 
Recognition), ICCV (International Conference on 
Computer Vision), etc. 
Some achievements in image-tracking have also 
been gotten at home. Y. R. Du and A. J. Zhou have 
adopted the approach of optimum matching between 
the present image-frame’s target edge and the real-
time updating image-template to determine the 
target’s displacement [1]; in order to solve the 
blurring complexity in aero-optics, Q.  Y.  Yang 
realized the moving target’s tracking and de-noising 
in sequence-images by the approach of image 
correlation [2]; F.  Q.  Zhang has studied the 
underwater complicated environment and analyzed 
the underwater image’s characteristics, then the 
calculation of inter-frame difference can be 
conducted on the image sequence, results to the 
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selecting of an appropriate threshold value   
for differential image’s binarization and 
segmentation [3]. For balancing the detecting quality 
and velocity in the process of face recognition, a 
moving face’s detecting and positioning approach in 
image sequence has been presented by Y. Q. Lei [4]. 
H.  Yuan and Z.  P.  Lu have used the rotating 
projection transformation to realize a 3-D meshing 
coordinate’s standardization [5]. D. M. Zhu and 
G.  L.  Xu have studied the improving algorithm of 
moving blur’s distinguishing which based on the 
direction differential [6]. But much deficiency such 
as instable precision and complicated calculation still 
exists in their research; therefore more research work 
must be conducted in this area. 
 
 
2. Algorithm Analysis 
 
2.1. Reference Background Studying  
Based on the Changing Factor 
 
Since a standard background image is difficult to 
be gotten in the practical environment, and the image 
is vulnerable to the external interferences which 
come from the illuminating condition, the moving 
noise and the external light with time elapsing, thus 
many pseudo moving-objects will be produced and 
the accurate tracking of moving vehicle will be 
obstructed. The Background dynamic updating can 
debase the background-changing’s impact on the 
moving target’s detection, thus it can also be called 
the background studying, which has the capability of 
extracting the relative-resting targets and scenery 
from a image sequence, such as asphalt road surface, 
separating line, trees and buildings in the traffic 
monitoring scenery.  
For the purpose of extracting and updating the 
background edge-image, the algorithm can be 
described as: 
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where  ) , ( y x ft  and  ) , ( ' y x ft  are the gray values of a 
coordinate point  ) , ( y x   in the background edge 
image and the present image respectively in time t . 
) , ( 1 y x ft  is the background edge image of time  1  t , 
) , ( y x Dt  is the changing factor, which represents the 
gray value’s difference between the background and 
the present images at the position of (x,y). 1/ ) , ( y x Dt  
is a learning factor, when  ) , ( y x Dt   is greater, the 
learning factor becomes smaller, then the new 
background edge’s updating is avianized and the 
reserving is intensified, and vice versa. When 
) , ( y x Dt  is zero, the road edge is identical to the old 
background one, thus the edge of old background 
should be retained. Then the approach of cross 
correlation can be applied for the matching of 
moving-vehicle. 
 
 
2.2. Cross-Correlation Matching 
 
The  m m  neighborhoods  of  ) , ( y x ft  is  selected 
in which the target is regarded as the center, and a 
matching template ) , ( y x a k  is structured. We use 
) , ( y x a k   as reference for the acquirement of the 
identical-size matrix  ) ' , ' ( y x bk  in the image ) , ( ' y x f t , 
and then the value of correlation matching  ) , ( k k b a   is 
reached. When  ) , ( k k b a   is greater than or equal to the 
given threshold  , the coincidental requirement is 
reached between these two image regions, therefore 
their center can be labeled as the target’s relative 
position in the image.  ) , ( k k b a   is defined as [7]: 
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where  (,) k ax y ,  ) ' , ' ( y x bk
  are the average values of 
pixel gray level in  ) , ( y x a k ,  ) ' , ' ( y x bk  respectively. 

S b a k k ,  shows that the calculation is implemented on 
all the pixels of the window function S which use the 
target point as its center. 
Determination of the cross correlation threshold 
 : when the area ratio between the given target and 
the image is set as t, the target’s gray level 
distribution is conform to a normal distribution 
whose probability density function is p(z), on the 
other hand the background is conform to a normal 
distribution whose probability density function is 
q(z), when the threshold is labeled as  , then   
t dz z q t z p t        

)] ( ) 1 ( ) ( [ . Thus   which 
meets this function is reached as the calculated result. 
After the matching and recognizing of the moving 
vehicle have been finished, the relationship between 
the target’s absolute coordinates  ) , ( y x P  and its relative 
coordinate  ) , ( r r r y x p  can be listed as follows, then its 
absolute coordinate can be calculated as [8]: 
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where  ) , ( yl xl t t  and  ) , ( yr xr t t   are the absolute 
coordinates of the origin points  l C r C  in the coordinate 
system of O(X, Y). Sensors & Transducers, Vol. 165, Issue 2, February 2014, pp. 53-60 
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2.3. Predicting Operator of Moving Direction 
 
The process of vehicle motion tracking involves 
not only the vehicle coordinate locating and velocity 
monitoring, but also the predicting of vehicle moving 
direction as well. Thus the predicting operator based 
on area template can be established: as shown in 
Fig.  1, the central point (, ) ij in the pixel space of 
image template  ) , ( y x f   is regarded as the core 
element, the gradient value from each pixel of its 
neighborhood to the central point (, ) ij  can  be 
calculated as: 
 
, 
(4) 
 
 
 
 
Fig. 1. Predicting operator of area template. 
 
 
The gradient values in different directions of 
corresponding points are calculated, and then the 
gradient values are compared to each other in its 
peripheral directions. Let  ) ' , ' ( ) , ( y x f y x f      , 
then the direction characterized by the minimum 
gradient value is adopted as the optimum direction 
for direction predicting, after each working cycle is 
finished the calculation of cross-correlation matching 
is conducted for determining the direction of 
predicting operator. By repeatedly calculation and 
comparison the moving direction of the target vehicle 
and its motion vector can be easily determined. 
 
 
2.4. Image Mahalanobis Distance 
 
Theory of Mahalanobis distance is shown as 
follows: mapping image pixels’ gray value and their 
neighborhood’s gray value into scattering diagram. 
Since object pixel and background ones can be 
classified into different groups according to their own 
characters, thus realizing image’s region 
segmentation. Mahalanobis distance segmenting 
method not only considering Euclidean space 
distances between individual pixel and group, but 
also different pixel group’s distribution. On the other 
hand, Mahalanobis distances can label features of 
image objects and background, assumption of pixel 
distribution probability is not necessary. Thus 
Mahalanobis distance can realize image object and 
background’s segmentation sufficiently. 
Classical Mahalanobis distance is: [9] 
 
  11 Distance( , ) ( ) ( ) XY X Y V X Y
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where X is the pending individual’s feature, Y is the 
certain group’s feature, V is the covariance matrix of 
different features in this groups. It can be proved that 
Mahalanobis distance meets three criterion of metric 
space: positive definite; symmetric and triangle 
inequality. It can label feature difference between 
pending individual and group. 
Firstly, we build up chromatic three-dimensional 
space. RGB (primary colour vector) are regarded as 
three direction dimension of spatial coordinate 
system, any given pixel can be decomposed into three 
direction components. Fig. 2 shows this process. 
 
 
   
 
(a) present image               (b) background image 
 
Fig. 2. Image background without changing factor. 
 
 
Next, by use of Mahalanobis distance in 
chromatic image’s segmentation, divides image into 
several regions roughly according to colour 
distribution. Colours in one region are identify   
or closing. 
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where  ) , ( ),..., , ( ), , ( 2 1 y x F y x F y x F N  is the several roughly 
divided colour region. 
Selecting segmenting object pixel  ) , ( y x f  and 
pending pixel  ) ' , ' ( y x g   in one image colour 
region N i y x F i   1 ), , ( . We label their 3×3 
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neighborhoods as  ) , ( y x Sf  and  ) ' , ' ( y x Sg  respectively. 
Then decompose these two pixels into three colour 
vectors: 
 
)} , ( ), , ( ), , ( { ) , ( y x f y x f y x f y x f g b r   
)} ' , ' ( ), ' , ' ( ), ' , ' ( { ) ' , ' ( y x g y x g y x g y x g g b r  . 
 
Thus Mahalanobis distance between this 
segmenting pixel pair  )) ' , ' ( ), , ( ( y x g y x f  is defined as: 
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where  g f b f r f u u u , , ,  are  the  neighborhood  ) , ( y x S f  
three vectors’ mean values;  g g b g r g u u u , , ,  are  the 
neighborhood  ) ' , ' ( y x Sg   three vectors’ mean values; 
matrix Vi is the covariance matrix between two 3×3 
neighborhoods  ) , ( y x Sf  and ) ' , ' ( y x Sg . 
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where  fr   and  gr   are  the  ) , ( y x Sf  and  ) ' , ' ( y x g  ‘s 
standard deviation, r is the correlation coefficient 
between  ) , ( y x Sf  and  ) ' , ' ( y x g . If correlation is 
significant, probability of these two neighborhoods 
that belong to identified or close region is greater, 
otherwise probability is smaller. Through 
transformation, Mahalanobis distance practical 
calculating equation is gotten, it is shown by Eq. 9: 
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Definition: z is a given pixel in RGB chromatic 
space a   is colour center of image region, if space 
distance between z and a   is less than preset 
threshold  0 D, thus z and a  are regarded as pixels in 
similar or identical region. Basic Euclidean space 
distance  0 D is defined as:[10]  
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According to Euclidean space distance, improved 
chromatic image’s segmenting Mahalanobis distance 
can be defined as: 
 
22 2
_
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where  Distance( ), Distance( ), Distance( ) rbg  are  the 
Mahalanobis distances of three chromatic 
components between two image pixels.  
Through calculating Mahalanobis distance 
between object pixel and each armed ones by 
sequence, Mahalanobis distance histogram is 
generated. X axis represents Mahalanobis space 
distance between these two pixels, Y axis is 
appearance probability of different Mahalanobis 
space distance. According to Mahalanobis distance 
between different pairs of colour region’s pixels, 
chromatic image’s pixels are classified into different 
distance clustering [11]. 
In each pixel clustering interval, variance between 
clusters is calculated. Centre pixel is regarded as 
space segmentation center, using Mahalanobis 
distance between object pixel and center pixel as 
processing parameter. Segmenting threshold value 
can be defined as average value of this region’s 
Mahalanobis distance of each pair of pixels. If actual 
distance is greater than segmenting threshold value, 
object pixel is regarded as outer region pixel 
(including the background pixel), otherwise it is 
regarded as inner region ones. Thus optimum 
segmenting thresholds of each interval are gotten.  
A chromatic image includes several different 
colour regions, so several crests and hollows are 
shown in space distance histogram. Histogram can be 
divided into different threshold intervals. Assuming 
Mahalanobis distance histogram is divided into n 
threshold intervals, each interval is divided into two 
groups: Ci0 and Ci1. Final variance between   
clusters is: 
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where ui is the mean of each segmenting threshold 
interval,  σ2
i is the variance of each segmenting 
threshold interval,  (1 , 2 , . . . , , 0 , 1 ) ij wi nj     is the each 
class’s appearance probability, Mahalanobis space 
distance   that makes variance maximum is selected 
as optimum image-segmenting threshold: 
2 max arg k     . 
After thresholds of each Mahalanobis distance 
interval are determined, segmentation is 
implemented. Object pixel’s chromatic parameters 
are used as reference; Mahalanobis distances between 
pair of object pixel and each armed ones are 
compared with given threshold. Then each armed 
pixel is classified into specific chromatic region and 
vested a certain preset false colour to identify Sensors & Transducers, Vol. 165, Issue 2, February 2014, pp. 53-60 
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different region that it belongs to. Specific procedure 
is shown in Eq. 12 [12, 13]. 
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where 
n threshold   is the No. i image Mahalanobis 
distance segmenting threshold, distance  is 
Mahalanobis distance between object pixel and 
armed pixel.  ] , , [ ) , ( 1 1 1     n n n B G R j i f  is  treated 
pixel’s false colour.  
 
 
3. Tracking Experiment 
 
The image sequence about the moving vehicles is 
acquired in the expressway of Guangzhou urban area, 
which covers a practical area of 20 20 mm  , as can 
be seen in Fig. 2. The digital image acquiring system 
of SONY HDR-XR150E from Yue-Jing high 
tech Co. is chosen for the  2000 2000  pixel points’ 
coordinate-acquainting along  v u,  directions 
respectively. Matlab7.0 is used for programming the 
kernel analysis module. Other experiment conditions 
are: Celeron 2.26 microprocessor, 256  M memory, 
operation system is Windows XP.  
First the image sequence of moving vehicles in 
the time duration of 80 s is acquired, which has the 
speed of image sampling at 24 frame/s. the operator 
of canny is selected for the segmentation between the 
foreground target and the background environment. 
With Eq. (1) the extracting and updating of the 
background edge image based on the changing factor 
is conducted, thus the sequence of background image 
without external interference can be obtained. The 
background edge-image without the changing factor 
is shown in Fig. 2, it can be seen that the contour 
track of the passing bus still exists in the certain 
image region, as many noise points still retained in 
the image background, which adversely affects the 
accuracy and reliability of following image detection; 
on the other hands, the image sequence with the 
changing factor is shown in Fig. 3, from this figure it 
can be reached that the contour shadow from the 
passing bus is debated markedly, thus the noise 
points can be eliminated and the following updating 
of background image can be conducted more stably.  
The key Matlab program is programmed as: 
f2 = abs( f - cdB ); 
f2 = uint8(f2); 
bwf = f2; 
f3=double(f2); 
sum=0;   
for a = 1:s(1)   
for b = 1:s(2) 
      sum=sum+f3(a,b); 
     end   
end 
   sum=sum/s(1)/s(2); 
   bw = find( f2 < 38 ); 
   bwf(bw) = 0; 
   sum=(sum+2)*2.5; 
if sum ==0 
    cdB(bw) =cdB(bw) ; 
else  
cdB(bw) = f(bw)/sum+(cdB(bw))*(1-1/sum); 
end 
   bw = find( f2 >= 38 ); 
   bwf(bw) = 255; 
   cdB = uint8(cdB); 
f2 = abs( f - cdB ); 
bw = find( f2 < 38 ); bwf(bw) = 0; 
bw = find( f2 >= 38 ); bwf(bw) = 255; 
 
 
   
 
(a) present frame image          (b) background image 
 
Fig. 3. Image background with changing factor. 
 
 
Two detecting lines are defined in the imaging 
region, which facilitates the counting and speed-
information’s extracting of the target vehicles. The 
detecting window is determined by the practical 
environment, following requirements should be 
reached simultaneously: the lines are perpendicular to 
the vehicle driving direction; all lines are parallel to 
each other; the minimum spacing between these two 
lines is greater than the maximum length of vehicle, 
etc. The black lines are used for the driving detection, 
and the spacing between them is the detecting region, 
as illustrated in Fig. 4. All the passing vehicles are 
tracked automatically by the red frames, which are 
showed by Fig. 5. 
 
 
   
 
Fig. 4. Detecting region.             Fig. 5. Tracking frame. Sensors & Transducers, Vol. 165, Issue 2, February 2014, pp. 53-60 
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The calculating equation of the vehicle driving 
speed is [14, 15]:  
 
 
) / 1 ( ) ( 1 2 r F N N
S
V
 
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where V is the vehicle speed, S is the spacing 
between these two detecting lines; N1 and N2 are the 
numbers of the image frame when the target vehicle 
reaches these two detecting lines respectively; the 
length of S is 21  m according to National Road 
Indicative Mark (NRIM), as illustrated in Fig. 6 [16]. 
Other parameters are obtained by the   
program command.  
Through calculating the segmenting results of 
moving vehicle can be obtained as showed in Fig 7: 
the image of moving vehicle at the present frame is 
shown at the left; the reference background with the 
changing factor is shown at the middle; and the target 
vehicle after a process of completely segmentation is 
shown at the right, and several key tracking 
parameters are listed in Table 1. 
 
 
 
 
 
Table 1. Key tracking parameter. 
 
No of vehicle  Coordinate entering 
region 
Coordinate leaving 
region 
Speed 
(km/h)  Detecting duration 
1 (87,86) (139,239)  57 4.15S 
2 (117,86)  (144,  239) 61  4.47S 
3  (106, 86)  (102, 239)  44  5.84S 
4  (124, 86)  (85, 239)  55  4.06S 
5  (75, 86)  (94, 239)  49  3.17S 
6  (94, 86)  (88, 239)  63  2.08S 
7  (79, 86)  (106, 239)  71  1.46S 
8  (118, 86)  (99, 239)  54  3.59S 
 
 
The key Matlab program is: 
info=aviinfo(str); 
 FPS=info.FramesPerSecond; 
 if mid<155 
  if (zlt==0&&bottom > 42&&bottom < 
52&&c1-eflt>12) 
   eflt=c1;   
else zlt=1; 
 end 
  if (zlt==1&&bottom >156&&bottom 
<182&&area>1000&&c1-eelt>12 ) 
  eelt=c1;    
else zlt=0; 
speedlt=round((21/((eelt-eflt)*1/FPS))*3.6); 
ssl=strcat(num2str(speedlt),'Km/h'); 
set(handles.text1,'string',ssl); 
 cll=cll+1; 
set(handles.text3,'string',num2str(cll)); 
Fig. 7 Segmentation of moving vehicle: 
Left: present frame image  Middle: background image Right: segmenting result of moving vehicle. 
Fig. 6 National road indicative mark Sensors & Transducers, Vol. 165, Issue 2, February 2014, pp. 53-60 
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csl=strcat(pn,num2str(cll),num2str(speedlt));          
imwrite(colourFrC,csl) 
  end  
end 
 if  mid>146 
  if (zrt==0&&bottom > 42&&bottom < 
52&&c1-efrt>12) 
 efrt=c1;  
else zrt=1; 
 end 
   if  (zrt==1&&bottom  >156&&bottom <200&&c1-
eert>25 ) 
 eert=c1; 
 zrt=0;  speedrt=round((21/((eert-
efrt)*1/FPS))*3.6); 
ssr=strcat(num2str(speedrt),'Km/h'); 
  set(handles.text2,'string',ssr); 
 cll=cll+1; 
set(handles.text3,'string',num2str(cll));  
csr=strcat(pn,num2str(cll),num2str(speedrt));    
imwrite(colourFrC,csr) 
 end 
end 
 
According to Eq. (4) the neighborhood direction 
operators of the target vehicle motion coordination 
are established, then the prediction of the vehicle 
coordinate location and moving velocity in the next 
frame can be realized. Through the contrasting 
between the predicting result and the practical 
condition, the accuracy of image tracking can be 
amended and guaranteed. The predicting results of 
moving vehicles’ coordinate location and their 
motion vector at several key points are listed in 
Table 2. It can be reached that the accurate results of 
vehicle moving direction and speed can be obtained 
by the direction predicting operator, thus the 
accuracy and validity of image tracking can also be 
ensured [16, 17]. 
Finally for the purpose of evaluating this new 
algorithm, this new algorithm is compared with other 
frequently-used image tracking approach in the 
process of moving-vehicle tracking, such as the 
approach of background subtracting, approach of 
morphological processing, approach of Hausdorff 
distance detecting, approach of centroid iterating and 
approach of particle filtering [18-20]. The comparing 
conditions are listed as follows: the speed range of 
target vehicle is 20 km/h~35 km/h; the time duration 
of image tracking is 50 s, the size of sequence image 
is 2800×1280. The process of comparison is 
implemented in many aspects, such as the precision 
of target’s coordinate location, error of target’s speed, 
time-consuming of calculating process, complex rates 
of each algorithm, noise ratio of target vehicle, time 
delay of image tracking, etc. The comparing results 
are listed in Table 3 and the conclusions can be 
reached that, in the condition of homogeneous 
precision and recognition rate, this new algorithm can 
markedly simplifies the calculating process and 
develops the processing speed, therefore it can be 
proved that this new algorithm is appropriate for the 
moving target’s tracking in the area of traffic flow’s 
monitoring. 
 
 
Table 2. The predicted point and velocity vector of some key points. 
 
No.  Predicted coordinate  Practical coordinate  Velocity vector  Velocity 
1 (422,436)  (422,436)  (28,14)  33.54km/h 
2 (434,1270)  (434,1270)  (41,13)  34.18km/s 
3 (308,2110)  (308,2110) (160,13)  35.14  km/h 
4 (416,1948)  (416,1948)  (17,8)  37.13  km/h 
5 (1706,2488)  (1706,2488)  (79,11)  33.35  km/h 
6 (1640,2182)  (1640,2182)  (15,13)  40.12  km/h 
7 (2212,1732)  (2212,1732)  (14,13)  42.14  km/h 
8 (2372,1150)  (2372,1150)  (15,17)  35.76  km/h 
9 (2378,430)  (2378,430)  (28,13)  42.67  km/h 
10 (1358,460)  (1358,460)  (22,13)  37.56  km/h 
 
 
Table 3. Performance comparison of different tracking approaches. 
 
Algorithm 
Coordinate 
accuracy (accurate 
coordinate/ total 
coordinate×100 %) 
Average speed 
precision (speed 
error/ 
speed×100 %) 
Noise ratio of 
target vehicle 
(error/ total 
number×100 %)
Complex rate of 
algorithm 
Time delay 
of 
tracking(s) 
Average 
time-
consuming in 
calculation(s)
New algorithm  95.23 %  3.152 %  2.46 %  n3+3n2+4  0.2 s  3.87 S 
Background 
subtracting  86.49 %  4.891 %  3.34 %  4n4+5n3+2n2  1.12 s  4.95 S 
Morphological 
processing  88.71 %  3.718 %  5.72 %  2n3+3n2+4n  1.03 s  5.77 S 
Hausdorff 
distance   73.96 %  2.489 %  7.78 %  3n3+3n2+7n  0.85 s  5.17 S 
Centroid iterating  79.16 %  1.877 %  8.89 %  3n3+2n2+4n2  0.62 s  4.88 S 
Particle filtering  85.38 %  3.095 %  4.43 %  6n3+3n2+4n  0.44 s  6.19 S 
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4. Conclusions 
 
By using the moving vehicle as an example, a 
new image tracking approach on static background is 
investigated and the software system is developed. 
Through the changing factor is set, the reference 
background’s learning is conducted, and then the 
cross-correlation matching and coordinate 
transformation are adopted for tracking the target 
vehicle, the vehicle speed is measured by setting the 
detecting lines in the image sequence. Combining 
with the direction predicting operator, the target 
vehicle traveling direction and traveling velocity can 
be predicted. On Matlab software platform the kernel 
module and GUI interface are designed and 
debugged. It proves that this algorithm can adapt to 
the variation of external environment and decrease 
the interruption of scenery camera, thus a rapid and 
accurate tracking result of moving vehicle can   
be achieved. 
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